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Axiomatic background of soil mechanics 

Le fondement axiomatique de la mecanique des sols

J. Feda -  Academy o f Sc iences o f the Czech Republic, Prague, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT: Axioms as self-evident statements o f general validity are formulated on the micromechanical level Various modes of structural 

changes are enumerated, analysed and documented by experiments with a granulated clay Possible structural changes are represented by brittle 

and ductile microdeformations, resulting in a collapsible behaviour (bifurcation and subsidence collapses), diffusive deformations and normalized 

behaviour.

RESUME: Les axiomes comme les paroles evidentes valable en generale sont formulees au niveau micromecanique. Sur la base des experiments 

les differents changement structurals sont documentes, tries et analyses. Les microdeformations fragiles et ductiles qui aboutissent a la conduite 

de l’effondrement, les deformations diffusees et le comportement normalize sont examines.

I INTRODUCTION

Among the Euclid axioms are: "The whole is greater than its part", 

"Things that are equal to the same thing are equal to one another" 

etc Such self-evident truths - axioms - may provide the foundation 

of scientific disciplines putting them into the form o f axiomatic 

systems and thus making them logically transparent. Any fact 

escaping the axiomatic net should be either rejected or reinterpreted 

or the net o f axioms should be extended.

By virtue o f axioms seemingly incompatible behaviour may be 

reduced to the familiar basis. In addition, the endeavour to trace the 

axioms may provide an impetus to the innovation and regeneration 

of the classical soil mechanics.

Axioms of continuum mechanics (eg. Chen, 1995) set aside as not 

specific for soil mechanics, the author attempts to formulate some 

axiomatic mechanisms governing the response of the soil structure 

to various state parameters (load, water, time)

Constitutive behaviour may be characterized either 

macromechanically (e g. by axiomatically postulated laws of elasto- 

viscoplasticity), micromechanically (e g by the distinct element 

method) or (combining both approaches) by structurally interpreted 

macromechanical approach. In the case of a micromechanical 

approach, one may postulate different axiomatic mechanisms of 

structural changes (Figure L). Some of them are experimentally 

documented and elucidated in this contribution. The material 

experimented with was a granulated illitic clay (grain fractions 1-2
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Figure 1 Classification diagram of various mechanisms o f structural changes
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Figure 2 Pore-size distribution of the original intact clay established 

by mercury porosimetry.

Figure 3 Grains o f the tested granulated clay (fraction 2-4 mm).

mm to 4-8 mm) exhibiting, in virtue o f the intra- and intergranular 

porosities (the total initial porosity amounted to about 70 %), a 

broad range o f structurally based phenomena. Figure 2 shows the 

frequency curve of pore sizes (established by mercury porosimetry) 

o f the intact sample (i. e. o f the material of grains). The structure is 

slightly aggregated (bimodal frequency curve)

2. STRUCTURAL MICRODEFORMATIONS

With a granulated soil, various structural changes may be 

encountered depending on the load, water content, time and other 

state parameters In Figure 1 they are classified as: D - debonding 

(destruction of cementation and other contact bonds), C - cataclastic 

deformation (crushing of structural units, grains), S - squashing 

(ductile deformation of structural units, grains); R - rearrangement 

(fabric changes of structural units, grains) Figure 3 shows the 

original grains o f the tested material (of the 2-4 mm size ), Figure

4 the products of their crushing (let be noticed the occurrence o f flat 

and needle-shaped particles) and Figure 5 squashing While 

cataclastic deformation produces initially softening, it finally results 

in hardening and the soil response is, consequently, variable. 

Squashing yields coherently monotonous hardening.

3 COLLAPSE

Sudden alteration of the structural configuration brings about a 

collapse This is classified either as a subsidence collapse (typically 

hydrocollapse after water inundation - Figures 6 and 7), a 

consequence of the breakdown of the structure, or as a bifurcation 

collapse. In the latter case, the constitutive function (e g. oedometric 

compression curve in Figure 8) is provided with kinks showing the 

sudden, jumplike change of the value of the respective constitutive 

parameter (e.g. of the tangential modulus Et in Figure 8). 

Multilinearity of the compression curve (consisting o f linear phases, 

stages) is ascribed to the combination of structural micromechanisms 

C and R. Since both (and especially R) depend on the loading 

history, its change (from the step-wise loading in Figure 8 to the 

one-step loading in Figure 9) results in another, garlandlike form of 

the compression curve, characterized by a periodical softening and

Figure 4 Crushed grains of the original granulated clay (Figure 3) 

after loading (dry specimen)

Figure 5 Squashed grains of the original granulated clay (Figure 3) 

after loding (wet specimen: the natural water content at about plastic 

limit).
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Figure 6 Hydrocollapse o f a wet specimen of the granulated clay 

when inundated in an oedometer (e = 2.3 -  1.6; e = 0.7 corresponds 

to the porosity of the intact specimen), step-wise loading

Figure 7 Hydrocollapse (axial strain e vs oedometric load a) o f the 

granulated clay in oedometers, wet and dry specimens (the effect of 

o is less pronounced with dry specimens); comparison of methods 

of one and two curves (for the latter one - see Figure 6).
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Figure 8 Oedometric compression curve (dry granulated clay, 

fraction 2-4 mm), step-wise loading.
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Figure 9 Oedometric compression curve (dry granulated clay, 

fraction 2-4 mm); one-step loading.
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Figure 10 Immediate collapse ek vs load a, oedometer, dry + wet 

specimens, step-wise loading.

Figure 11 Immediate collapse ek vs load o, oedometer, dry 

granulated clay (2-4 mm), one-step loading

hardening because of C being the prevailing mechanism.

The effect of loading regime may be documented by Figure 10. It 

depicts an immediate collapse (ej ,  i.e. the compression (strain) of 

oedometric specimens (dry and wet) at the end of the 5 min. interval 

after the load application (step-wise loading, max ek at o ^ ,  = 100 

to 350 kPa) The shape of the curve (Robertson evolution curve) is 

roughly similar to that in Figure 7. If one-step loading is applied, ek 

grows monotonously (Figure 11) The collapse phenomenon is, 

therefore, sometimes and to some extent affected by the 

experimental regime influencing the state path o f the sample.

Collapse can be classified as a deterministically random process (it 

must occur but only the interval of its occurrence may be predicted).
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Figure 12 Diffusive compression o f an inundated specimen o f the 

granulated clay in an oedometer (wet specimen, 4-8 mm, o = 60 

kPa)

Figure 13 Diffusive compression o f the dry granulated clay in an 

oedometer (1-2 mm).

4 DIFFUSION

Subsidence collapse proceeds, as a rule, as a diffusion process, i.e. 

similarly like the process o f the primary consolidation (the term 

"quasidiffusion" may be used if "diffusion" is reserved to the 

thermally activated diffusion following the Fick, 1855, law). Figure 

12 shows the time-dependent compression of an inundated specimen 

revealing the diffusive nature of the hydrocollapse. Time-dependent 

compression of dry or wet specimens may show the same diffusive 

nature (Figure 13) The real occurrence of such a phenomenon is 

proved by the testimony o f Skempton & Vaughan (1994): "...An 

interesting feature o f the collapse recorded at gauge CS3 was that 

it occurred as a wave starting from the top of the fill, taking about 

two weeks to reach the bottom...it seems that the collapse was 

caused either by a very small inflow o f water or by some other 

mechanism..." (see also Vaughan, 1995).

5 PERCOLATION

This is a process of phase transition in an at least two-phase system, 

e.g. clay-sand. Two state intervals may be discovered in this case, 

one governed by the clay behaviour, another by that o f sand (Feda, 

1996) Phase transition is reflected in the abrupt change of the 

constitutive behaviour which may acquire a form o f a bifurcation 

collapse Percolation effect may thus explain the kinking o f 

compression curves in Figs. 8 and 9 though the exact physical 

explanation may be a subject o f some speculation. One may, e.g., 

assume that one phase represents the part o f the skeleton subjected 

to grain crushing, the other one that affected by grain rearrangement 

(kinking may be similarly produced by the orientation o f flat 

particles, an arbitrary one being changed to the parallel one at higher 

pressures - see the numerical results of Anandarajah, 1994).

The extent of the percolation phenomena in soil mechanics is still 

to be explored.

6 PHYSICAL ISOMORPHY

If a process depends on a dimensionless constitutive parameter 

which is a constant irrespective of the value of the governing state 

parameter (usually o f stress, e.g. compressibility index Cc or the 

angle o f internal friction cf>), the behaviour may be called similar, 

physically isomorphous (Feda, 1989). In such a case, various 

constitutive functions complying with this condition, coincide if 

transformed into a dimensionless form (normalization). Equality of 

dimensionless parameters often means a linear dependency on the 

state parameter o f the respective dimensional quantity (e.g. o f the 

tangent deformation modulus E, on o).

Thus, e.g., grain crushing C is no physically isomorphous process, 

equally like debonding D and contrary to the mechanisms S and R. 

Compression curve within the kinks in Figure 8 (where dimensional

E, = const.) proves differing mechanism of structural changes 

(irreversibility testifies their presence). Owing to kinking the gradual 

increase of the structural resistance (the increase o f the unload- 

reload modulus E[ in Figure 8) takes place

7 CONCLUSIONS

Various micromechanisms of structural changes were discovered 

when analysing the behaviour of a granulated clay. Phases o f gradual 

development o f structural changes are interrupted by violent 

alterations, collapses. Though the tested material accentuates this 

behaviour, it is believed that it is, in varying degree, o f general 

occurrence.

Collapses were classified as bifurcation and subsidence collapses, 

the latter reveal, as a rule, a diffusive nature. The interpretation of 

the normalized behaviour was proposed: it indicates the presence of 

identical structural mechanisms. Percolation phenomenon was used 

to explain the occurrence of kinking.
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